Donor Recognition

Thank you

The following are gifts made in honor or in memory of someone special. If you would like to make a tribute gift, go to NCRonline.org or you may send your gift in the envelope enclosed in this issue.

Friends of NCR

The Crosby Family
Steven Crosby
Gail DeGeorge
Julie Fissinger
Robert Denton
Diana Jenkins
Dominican Sisters of San Rafael - Jubiliarians 2022
Margaret Dierer
Fr Michael Doyle, CSSP Canada
Dr Christopher Brennan
Arthur Elliott
Diane Assalone
Joe Ferullo
Sally C Fuller
Grace Marie & Pat Gallo
Joe Ferullo & Katie Collins Scott
Bill Mitchell
Msgr John Fitzpatrick
Elia Gibson
Efren Floralde
Airen Samson
Tom Fox
Prof Hope Benne
Christine Schroder
Joyce Iskowitz Gaffney
Juan Pedro José Gaffney
Bridget Frances Patrick Gleason
Daniel Gleason
God
Sam McIntosh
Robert Goodfellow
Betty A Walton
Paula & Ed Hoeffer
Christine Schroder
M Joan Hollerer
Prof Michael Hollerer
Louise Kilbride Jennings
Dr Kennis Murphy Kilbride
Jesus Christ
Lynde Stubbs
Sr Juliette Jochum
Laurie Jochum
Fr Joe
Beverly Lehman
Larry Johnson
Janet Johnson
60 year Jubiliarians; Srs Sara Marie Gomez, Michele Morek, Rose Jean Powers, Sheila Anne Smith, Kathy Stein
Ursuline Sisters of Mt St Joseph
Sr Kate Kuenstler, PHJC
Sr Christine Schenk

IN HONOR

All Women of Faith
Patricia C Bibro
St Annie
Ellen Martin
Raymond E Bilodeau, Sr
Catherine Bilodeau
Ginny & Ed Burns
Anne L Burns & John T Monahan
Harry Byrne, OP
Steven Geermann
Angela Chi
Maria Luisa Tirres
Sr Joa Chittister
Denis Hurley
Alice Cotter
Emmett Cotter
Grandma Peggy Wehe
Marguerite Crowley Weibel
Patricia A Weidinger
Ramona Weigel
Andy & Kathleen Maas Weigert
Alice Weiss
Anne Weiss
Carol A Weiss
Anne Welch
George J & Paula F Welch
Thomas Welch, MD
Geraldine B Weiler
Christine Wellman
Cornelius Wells
Max Wendell
Malis Wendt
John Wentland
John Wentworth & Jamie Gluck
Fr Robert F Wenz
Claudine J Werner
Maureen S Wesolowski
William West
Michael Westenberg
John Wester
Greg & Ellen Weyandt
Kathy Weyer
Diane S Whalen
Patricia Whalen
Jim & Bec Wharton
Marie K & Bernard Wheel
James Whelan
Mariellen Whelan
Ann P White
Christopher White
Frank White
Kelly & Rick White
Mary A White
Mary White
Tim White
Kathleen Whitesell
Matthew Whitley
Joseph Whooley
Francine Wickes
Connie Widmer
Florence Wier
Joan Wierzbka
Gary Wiesmann
Loretta Wiest
Wayne Wigglesworth
Constance Wilder-Wokoun
Rev Lyle Wilgenbusch
Thomas M Wilhelm
John Wilkerwicz
Paul Wilkes
Cynthia Williams
Dale Williams
Dolores A Williams
James A Williams & Elizabeth A Miliken
Mary Ann Williams
Rita Williams
Jerry A Willing
Eleanor Wilins
Glen Willis, SDS
Br Gregory Willmore
Marsha L Wilts
Kris Williamsen
James Wilson
John P Wilson
Mirek B Wilson
Tom Wilson
Judith Wilt
Henry Winkler
John Winkelks
Sr Roberta Winkels
Michael Sean Winters
Dolores Winterton
Fredrick E Wirth, Jr
Sr Mary Lou Wirtz
Sr Shaun Wise
Mary Wissert
Chad Witcher
Terry Witt
Paul Witte
Joan J Wnek
Margaret Wodetzki
Barbara A Wojtas
Claire Wood
Woodlawn Jesuit Residence
Joe Woods
Linda Woods
Mary Woodward
Marissa & Walker Woodworth
Barbara Worthman
Richard Woy
Dr John F Woznak
Carolyn Wright
Ellen Wright
Charles E Wurth
Joe Woods
Linda Woods
Mary Woodward
Marissa & Walker Woodworth
Barbara Worthman
Richard Woy
Dr John F Woznak
Carolyn Wright
Ellen Wright
Charles E Wurth
Carmen Wyatt-Hayes
Douglas Wyman
Mary Wynne
Maryanne Wyrshc
Mr Philip Wyzik

* Indicates Matching Gift.
Names in bold indicate 10+ consecutive years of giving.
The names of NCR Forward members are published in a separate electronic listing that is distributed in January.

Marty Yadrick
Yale Forum on Religion and Ecology
Constance Yang
Anne C Yarwood
Clancy Yeager
Mary T Yelenick
Daniel Yeter
Sandra Yocom
Albert J Yokum
Christine Young
Elsene Young
John Young
John W Yrios
Rose Yunker
Rev Charles Zadora
Dr Phyllis Zagano
Richard Zaldivar
Dot Zammitt
John Zarola
Marie C Zaricky
Katy Zatzick, AICWP
Justin Zawadzki
Peter B Zazzali
Patricia Zdanisk
Ann & Chuck Zech
Amy Zeder
Eugenia Pawlik Zeitlin
Don Zac Zepeda
Paula Zeppieri
Donald Zerkel
Lorry & Kathie Zeugner
John H Ziegler
Mary Brennan Ziegler
Ed & Marilyn Zierse1
Paula Zimmer
Rev Rex Zimmerman
John Zinnme
Francis J Zipple
Joan Zupec
Anne Zuschin
Tom Roberts
Charlotte & Bob Ronan
Fr Richard Rohr
John Fox
Dan Ross
Sr Annie Loendorf
Victor Schelling
Chris Irgeski
Pat Scowcroft
Pam Kemp
St John XXIII
Chaplain Erlinda Perlado-Mertens
Bishop John Stowe, OFM
Mindy Gajda
Bernadette Tasher
James Nixon Curry & Cara S Tasher
Christopher White
HeLEN Conlan
Michael Sean Winters
Louis de Strycker
Fr Kevin Dwyer, OSA
Gregory Kirsch
Bea & James O'Rourke
Michael Toner

IN MEMORY
Anna Lake Adams
Anna Lake Adams Trust
Angela, my mother
Beppe Pavoletti
Salvatore & Edna Asaro
Elizabeth Asaro
Aube/Lailiberte families
Lynn Faria
Rose Barlow
Nancy Miller
Helen & Bill Barto
Joanne Barto
Joseph E Beh
Allanah Cleary Beh
Katherine Bergevin
Thomas Bergevin
Betty Pat Graham Betz
Dr Mary Betz
Clyde Blyeven
Robert McGure
Michele Briley
Mike Briley
Larry Britz
Bea Britz
Angela Bush
Kathy Kerslow
Lorenzo C
Laurie Casati
Mary Wickham Carolan & Patrick J Carolan
Geraldine Carolan
Shirley Carvalho
Gerard Carvalho
Cathy
John Danielson
Reginald Ciokajlo
Beverly Ciokajlo
Patrick Donlan Coogan
David Hills
Fr Don Cozzens
Bob Koos
Sr Pat Daly
Gail DeGeorge
John Cardinal Dearden
Judy Holmes
Fr Dennis Dempsey
Christine Sorensen
Dominic & Helen
Don. Joseph and Marie Lavinio
Evelyn Drumm
Carolyn O'Brien
James Duffy
Kathleen Kehner
Hubert & Agnes Elias
Mary Elias
Gordon Englert
Nancy Englert
Jack Etzel
Mary Anne Etzel
Paul Farmer
Cynthia Oderbeck
Octavia Fellin
Rev Patrick Universal
Sr Mary Kay Finneran, SCNY
Elizabeth Kennedy
Jim Forest & Tom Cornell
Andrew Stewart
John Gallen, SJ
Greg A Pedrotta & R Kyle Treadway
Helen Maher Garvey, BVM
Lois Dolphin
M Colleen McGinnity
Joseph Gasnick
Marge Gasnick
Nick Gefroh
Paul Gefroh
Louis & Patricia Georges
Joseph Georges
Fr Michael Gillgannon
Tom & Mary Harrison
Virginia Graf
Donna Kovalczyk
Joyce Marie Graney
Joseph Graney
Sr Susan Greene, RDC
Judith R Schiavo
John & Lillian Gremer
John Gremer
Veronica Grover, SHCJ & Jay McCann, SHCJ
Bob & Chris McHugh
Bob Harper
Joan Harper
John Hatman, Sr
Florence Hayman
Rev James G Heller
John Schultz
Fr George Hoenig
Rev Walter Helms
John Hoepner
Christopher Hoepner
Katherine Hubbert
Laurence Davenport
Fred & Ann Jackson
Laurence Davenport
Thomas Johnson
Judith McCullough
Joan Kane, CSJ
Barbara Jennings
Sr Dorothy Kazel
Barbara Cunningham
Donal "Ray" Kehew
Carole C Fay
Edward & Dolores Kelly Family
Sharyn Tehrani
Ed Kelly
Ed & Connie Kelly
Fintan Kilbride
Dr Kenise Murphy Kilbride
Ellen Killian
Pat Grebe
Olive & Ray Kinnon
Ireen Daigle
Paul Kortenkamp
Ginny & Leon Kortenkamp
Dale Krick
Maria Alfaro-Krick
Dolores Leckey
Dana Greene & Richard Roesell
Patricia Lefevere
Mary Badar & Joel Papa, Sr
Dr Geraldine Kerr
Don Schumacher
Sarah Hall Mansfield
Susanne Nagurny
Jim Marrin
John Danielson
Fr Joseph Martin
Fr Desmond A Tynan
Maryknoll
Andrew Eichmann
Mary Jane McLaughlin Matson
Mark Matson
Tom & Kitty McGinley
Dr Kathleen McGinley
Fr Frank McNulty
Kathleen M Lynch
Msgr John P Meier
Dr William Loewer
Bill & Edith Merenda
Basil Merenda
Victor & Johanna Mol
Miriam Scheinhaus
Bill Molloy
Patricia Molloy
Julian Morales
Americo Morales
Howard Morrin
Carolyn Morrin

Donor Recognition

September 1-14, 2023

Thank you
Friends of NCR
Thank you for supporting independent Catholic journalism.
It is with deep gratitude that we acknowledge those who have informed NCR of their decision to include NCR in their estate plan. The following are the names of members of the NCR Legacy Society.

"Being recipients of NCR for many years, we have always depended on all their reporters and sources to give us straight news about our church and the world we live in – more so than any other source – including our own Catholic Church news. We know of many priests, bishops and sisters who also follow the good and the bad which emanates from our sometimes-faulted ability to get Jesus’ message about bringing about the ‘Kingdom of God.’ NCR certainly helps us with that.

— Rich and Dana Wekerle, Douglas, AZ

We honor those supporters who have passed on and included a gift to NCR in their estate.

In Memoriam

Angela Baker
Fr Nicholas J Calabro
James J Campion
Mary Helen Carroll
Blanche Childs
Edward Daytel
Roger A Dionne
James H Duffy
Mary McGabey Dwan & Ralph H. Dwan, Jr
Ellen Eppers

Fr Joseph F Geniesse, CSC
Angelo D Giancarlo
William & Elvira Hahn
Robert G Hoyt
Robert H Kline
Rhoda & Jeanne Marie Lee
Margaret C Lewis
Alfonso & Lilian Macy
Thomas Francis Maher
Marian A McNally

Larry & Mary Mongan
Anna Maire Murphy
Marp Daniel James O'Connor
Patricia I O'Connor
Betty Quadracci
Sheila Taaffe Reynolds
Marcia J Ryan
Rev Fr William Ryan
A. Regina Schulte
Fr Tony Schumacher

Gerard F Songster
Carl A. Tenhundfeld
Rev Fr Frederick J Terry
Nicholas P. A. Troccoli
Patrick F. Walsh, Jr.
Charles Wargel
Ann T Weick
Anna Woods
Michael J Zarr

We honor those supporters who have passed on and included a gift to NCR in their estate.